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UL-3600, Super-Chef tablet family size round 6'' diameter 145-

180 gr. of Himalayan crystals, with TECHNOLOGY Orgo-Life power 

transformer. ACTIVE / PASSIVE, Ideal for Energy charging and 

transforming the taste of all your food dishes and your favorite water 

or drink. 

 
 

STRONG POINTS : 

• Over 1/4 pound of Himalayan crystals (145-180 grams weight), or 5 large 

Himalayan Crystals, high vibration) with TECHNOLOGY Orgo-Life® power 

transformer and over 17 semi-precious stones. 

• And our exclusive “ACTIVE” Orgo-Life® Amplification TECHNOLOGY. 

World's Most Powerful Energy Tablet: 
 

Great for Manifesting, Empowering, Attunement, Raising Your Consciousness and 

Ultimate Power: 

• Active allows to multiply x 1000 times the power 

• Bright LED indicator that flashes to indicate it is in active mode 

• Also works great when unplugged, in passive mode 

• 25 year guarantee with Orgo-life® 

• Over 22 different stones inside for extraordinary benefits 

• Vibration wave amplifier X 1000 when in mode 

• Titanium, copper, iron, brass and aluminum metal 

Perfect for transforming the taste and energy of all your dishes while eating, in less 

than 7 minutes: 

• Increase your vibratory rate (meditation, yoga, relaxation) 

• Sleep peacefully and deeply 

• Fall asleep faster 
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Use for well-being: 

• To relax a client on a table during their massage 

• Can be used while seated behind his back 

• Place your client's feet on the table (take off your shoes) during a treatment 

• Allows you to have your emotions in balance and balance 

• Have ideas and a clearer vision 

• Faster recovery from discomfort or conflict 

• Quickly improves your overall mood 

 
BELOW are examples of therapeutic use: 

 

 

Unique and exclusive active ORGO-LIFE® technology, with amplifier and 

emanations of vibrations, waves and Chi Prana (Universal Energy): 

For a better night's sleep: 
 

• Try passive or active forwarding and see what works best for you 
• Recover your energy faster 
• More energy to accomplish your days 
• Sleep with your tablet under your pillow 
• Also place it under the bed in your bedroom facing the emotional center of your body (your 
navel) 
 

Our Orgo-Life Quantum Equalizer® technology:  
It is the science of resonance, of stone vibrating at one level and being encoded in a particular 
way to emanate resonance information (ideal frequency of 15Hz) with what is nearby. It will work 
where there is an imbalance. You will begin to resonate with your ORGO-LIFE QUANTUM 
EQUALIZER TECHNOLOGY® based on your movements and for your life balance energy for any 
houseplants or pets. 
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In addition, your tablet (Charging Plate) will also allow you to transmute the effects 

of 5G, wi-fi and all waves (EMF, electromagnetic fields toxic to your health) into 

positive waves: 

PREMABLE: 
 Much has been said about the dangers of ubiquitous 5G radiation to your health and well-being. 
So we formulated this Orgo-Life 5G & EMF Quantum Equalizer Technology® Tow Harness 
specifically for maximum radiation protection. Our technology is 80 years ahead of that of Wilhelm 
Reich who made his discoveries of orgonite in the 1940s... 
 
It is in a way the continuity of its research and development that began at that time. Everyone 
copies this principle, but may have managed to evolve it to adjust to the frequencies and 
electromagnetic fields of the 21st century. 
 
At Orgo-Life each device is meticulously made according to its manufacturing protocol similar to 
ISO 9001, either verifying valid or the procedure and its process have been noted at each stage. 
All of our stones are energetically cleansed in sea salt pools over several days, and then each 
stone has its axis of polarization noted and identified on the crystals and stones.Avec tout ceci on 
arrive à un appareil de haute performance.  
 
1-Avoid freezing it (in winters) and thawing it frequently this will not affect the performance, but 
the aesthetics could crack on the resin due to the expansion of the metals inside the device. 
 
2-The field (Vortex) that the device will make grows within 1 week, it transmutes the 
electromagnetic fields, which gives like the effect of neutralization, you will be less invaded by an 
order up to 80%, it will be very beneficial for you. 
 
3-For your 25-year warranty, for its operation, please refer to the website: Orgo-Life.com and keep 
our invoice with the model and its serial number.  

 
 

’’BOOST’’ OF ENERGY AND PROPERTIES:  
 The Charging plate will transmute bad energies: 
 You can get amazing, dramatic results in rapid growth, natural appearance and taste when you 
use the Orgo-Life Quantum Equalizer® technology unit and improve plant growth and sprouts 
(home shoots). 
 
 Speaking of such an example, many types of sprouts (homemade sprouts) that you grow in 
water, which is super charged with vital energy, they take less than two days to be edible instead 
of the usual three days. Orgo-Life Quantum Equalizer® technology helps maximize germination. In 
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fact, methods for improving plant growth with the addition of Orgo-Life Quantum Equalizer® 
technology are very old.  
 
Plant growth occurs best with the natural energy sources that surround them rather than those 
compared to normal growth without any form of these energies. Improving plant growth with 
Orgo-Life Quantum Equalizer® technology and radionics is easy. You can see the results very 
soon. These visible results have been tested over and over again using scientific methods.  
 
One of the simplest methods, of course, is the water treatment you use on the plants. It is obvious 
that plants prefer living water, i.e. water that is overloaded with vital energy, i.e. water generated 
by the Orgo-Life Quantum Equalizer® technology. . You can achieve even better effects with water 
that is also programmed for certain desired results such as resistance against specific diseases 
or pests. 
 
 Naturally, a week or two of using Life Energy-saturated water on your houseplants can give you 
the proof you want or think.  
 
Another method instead of charging the water with vital energy, you can also think of also 
charging the fertilizers, even the artificial fertilizers, in which case the food you grow can almost 
acquire that unmistakable fine organic generating power. Such plants, although not completely 
corresponding to those grown organically, certainly come close to such strength! 
 

Current research on plants and food: 

Quantity: 
 

 Increases production yield.  
• Increases plant size.  
• Increases the quantity of flowers, fruits or vegetables obtained, all in harmony with the 
surrounding ecosystem. 

 
Quality: 
• Increase in the nutritional value of the food obtained.  
• Propels the plant into an optimal environment so that it offers more of the properties specific to 
each of your plants (for example, carvacrol in the production of oregano is sought after in the 
culinary and therapeutic arts). 
  
Obtaining an ideal vibratory frequency resulting in a perceptible visual dynamism of the plant. See 
your flowers and fruits radiate life. 
 
Orgo-Life® Modules generally have positive and beneficial effects on plants and pets. A widely 
reported effect among people who have been using Orgo-Life® for years; say the units help their 
plants grow faster and prettier. You can get spectacular results in speed, appearance and natural 
taste when you use the UL-3619 Orgo-Life® unit with sprouts, plants or pets, to enhance plant 
growth or to revive your pet's energy. Speaking of such an example, many kinds of sprouts that 
you grow in water, which is super charged with life energy, take less than two days to be edible 
instead of the usual three days. Orgo-Life® helps to optimize your germination. 
 
In fact, methods for improving plant growth with the addition of Orgo-Life® technology are very 
old. Plant growth occurs best with the natural energy sources that surround them rather than 
those compared to normal growth without any form of these energies. Improving plant growth 
with Orgo-Life® technology is very easy. You will be able to see the results very soon. These 
visible results have been tested over and over again using scientific methods. One of the simplest 
methods, of course, is the water treatment you use on the plants. It is obvious that plants prefer 
living water, i.e. water overloaded with vital energy, i.e. water charged with Orgo-Life® technology. 
You can achieve even better effects with water that is also programmed for certain desired results 
such as resistance against specific diseases or pests. 
 
Naturally, a week or two of using Life Energy saturated water on your houseplants will give you 
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the proof you want or think. Another method instead of charging the water with vital energy, you 
can also think of also charging the fertilizers, even the artificial fertilizers, in which case the food 
you grow can almost acquire that unmistakable fine organic generating power. Such plants, 
although not completely corresponding to those grown organically, certainly come close to such 
strength! 
 

CONCLUSION… 
 Generally speaking, the methods used to increase plant growth by Orgo-Life® Technology Units 
vary depending on the equipment you use, the size of the area treated and the time spent on it. 
Results vary depending on other natural factors that also help the plant grow. 
 
ORGO-LIFE® technology offers products of all types; The Orgo-Life® Technology Active or 
Passive Geo-Quantum Energy charging plate, the Orgo-Life® Technology Family charging plate, 
the Orgo-Life® Technology Active or passive pyramids etc…  
 
Wishing you the best experience with Orgo -Life® Technology. 
 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION : 

WEIGHT: 1.2-1.4 kg approximately (2.86 lbs) 

DIMENSIONS: 15.0 x 15.0 X 3.5 cm high (6 x 6 X 2½ inches high) 

MODEL: UL-3600 

TECHNOLOGY: ACTIVE AND PASSIVE with 5 G & EMF Quantum Equalizer technology 
without plugging in passive mode 

PACKING: 13.0’’X 13.0’’ dia X 3.0’’ H/ 31.5 cm X 31.5 cm X dia X 4.5 cm H 

TRANSFORMER: Our amplifier generator operates on 110 volts or 220 volts (Europe and 

others) 

QTY PACKING. : 1 Super Chef round 6 inch CORPO tablet (7 Himalayan Crystals), 1 x 

transformer, 1 instruction booklet, warranty and conformity certificates. 

WARRANTY: 25 years 

BARCODE: 600291593856 

Come with instructions in FR/EN and warranty certificate 
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